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ALBERTO ALESINA AND ROBERT J. BARRO
Common currencies affect trading costs and, thereby, the amounts of trade,
output, and consumption. From the perspective of monetary policy, the adoption
of another country's currency trades off the benefits of commitment to price
stability (if a committed anchor is selected) against the loss of an independent
stabilization policy. We show that the type of country that has more to gain from
giving up its own currency is a small open economy heavily trading with one
particular large partner, with a history of high infiation and with a business cycle
highly correlated with that of the potential "anchor." We also characterize the
features of the optimal number of currency unions.
I. INTRODUCTION
In 1947 there were 76 countries in the world; today there
are 193. The growth of the numher of countries has led to a
large increase in the numher of currencies in circulation; un-
less one helieves that a country is, hy definition, an "optimal
currency area," either there were too few currencies in 1947, or
there are too many today. In fact, the increasing integration of
international markets implies that the optimal numher of cur-
rencies would tend to decrease, rather than more than douhle
as it has.
Recently, as a result of this proliferation of currencies and a
renewed emphasis on price stahility, the sanctity of "one country
one money" has come into question. Twelve countries in Europe
have adopted the same currency, dollarization is under active
consideration in many countries in Latin America and has re-
cently heen implemented in Ecuador and announced in El Salva-
dor. Countries in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union
are considering unilaterally adopting the euro. In addition, sev-
eral countries have adopted currency hoards, including Hong
Kong, Argentina, and Lithuania with the dollar and Estonia and
Bulgaria first with the German mark and later with the euro.
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These recent cases of currency adoption add to the many currency
unions that have existed for some time.^
Mundell's [1961] pioneering analysis stressed two oppos-
ing forces as determinants of optimal currency areas. The
benefit of a common currency was that it facilitated trade in
goods and services and in financial exchanges. Money, like
language, was more useful the greater the scope of its usage.
The main disadvantage of a currency was that it precluded the
use of independent monetary policies by the member countries
or regions. Hence, monetary policy could not be tailored to an
economy's individual disturbances. Mundell stressed factor
mobility and price fiexibility as key elements in the trade-off
between the two forces.
Our analysis builds on Mundell's framework in several
ways.^ First, we allow for a linkage between currency union and
the volume of trade and, thereby, assess how trading costs affect
the desirability of currency union. Second, we consider that cur-
rency union can commit a country to monetary stability and that
this feature is especially attractive to countries that lack internal
discipline. Third, we show that the potential benefit from an
independent monetary policy depends on two tj^es of comove-
ments across countries: one involving relative outputs and the
other involving relative prices. Finally, we use the framework to
discuss the relation between the number and sizes of countries
and the number of currencies in circulation.
We begin by characterizing the advantages of a currency union
in reducing the transaction costs of trade. Recent results by Rose
[2000], Frankel and Rose [2002], and Glick and Rose [2001] suggest
that these benefits may be substantial, well beyond the effects from
fixed exchange rates; Tenreyro [2002], however, finds smaller ef-
fects.^ We then link owe analysis of trade to a monetary model that
emphasizes the distinction between rules and discretion, as in Barro
and Gordon [1983]. We show that the adoption ofthe currency of a
1. See Rose [2000] and Glick and Rose [2001] for lists of economies that use
currencies other than their own. Two examples of currency unions are the French
Franc Zone in Africa and the Eastern Caribbean Currency Union. Some other
countries that use another nation's currency are Bermuda, Panama, Liechten-
stein, Luxembourg, and San Marino.
2. Bayoumi [1994] provides a formalization of Mundell's analysis in a mul-
tiregion, general equilibrium model.
3. Several papers have investigated the effects of exchange rate stability on
trade flows, reaching mixed results. See Hooper and Kohlhagen [1978], Kenen and
Rodrik [1986], and International Monetary Fund [1984].CURRENCY UNIONS 411
low-iniiation anchor country "buys" credibility."* In fact, currency
adoption may work better tbat a fixed-rate arrangement, because it
is more costly to reintroduce one's own money tban to cbange ex-
cbange-rate parities. Hence, currency adoption is more credible. In
tbis respect, currency boards are somewbere in between a fixed-rate
arrangement and a currency union. Tbe cost of currency adoption is
tbe loss of monetary independence. Tbe "client" country, wbicb uses
an ancbor's currency, loses its ability to target monet£uy policy to
domestic sbocks. We examine two cases: one in wbicb tbe ancbor
follows tbe same policy witbout regard to tbe interest of its clients
and a second in wbicb tbe clients may compensate tbe ancbor for
policy modifications.
After discussing tbe pros and cons of adopting another coun-
try's currency, we study bow, given a distribution of independent
countries, certain tjT)es of currency unions would emerge in equi-
librium. We sbow tbat an increase in tbe number of countries
(tbus, a reduction in tbeir average size) would increase tbe desir-
ability of currency unions. Hence, as tbe number of countries
increases, tbe number of currencies sbould increase less tban
proportionately. In fact, under certain conditions, if one moves
from, say, 100 countries to 200, tbe total number of currencies
circulating may decrease in absolute terms. Consequently, in a
world of small and bigbly integrated countries, wbere tbe benefits
of low and stable inflation are bigbly valued, one sbould observe
a collapse of tbe one-country, one-money identity and a move
toward a world witb relatively few currencies.
Tbe paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a model
tbat bigbligbts tbe pros and cons tbat a country faces wben
considering tbe adoption of a foreign currency. Section III dis-
cusses several extensions of tbe basic model. Section IV studies
tbe endogenous formation of currency unions given a distribution
of sizes of independent countries. The last section concludes.
II. A MODEL OF CURRENCY UNIONS
A. Output, Trade, and Country Size
We begin witb a simple model of tbe real economy witb a role
for trade and country size. For a more detailed development of
4, Several papers have discussed the trade-off hetween commitment and
flexihihty in the context of fixed versus fiexihle exchange rates, especially in the
context ofthe European Monetary Union, See, for example, Giavazzi and Giovan-
nini [1989] and Alesina and Grilli [1992],412 QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS
this model, see Alesina, Spolaore, and Wacziarg [2000] and Barro
andTenreyro [2000].
Competitive firms produce output using a varieties-type pro-
duction function, proposed by Spence [1976], Dixit and Stiglitz
[1977], and Ethier [1982]. The output of firm i is given by
(1)
where A > 0 is a productivity parameter, Lj is firm i's employ-
ment of labor, 0 < a < 1, X^j is the amount of intermediate input
of type J used by firm i, and N is the number of types of interme-
diates available (all of which will turn out to be used). Final
output is a homogeneous good that can be used for consumption
or to produce intermediate goods. There is only one type of con-
sumer good.
Suppose that there are two countries, where country / pro-
duces the intermediates J = 1, . . . , N^ and country II the inter-
mediates j = N^ + 1, . . . , N, where N = N' + N". Generali-
zation to more than two countries is straightforward. We assume
that the countries do not overlap in the types of intermediate
goods that they produce. Hence, domestic and foreign producers
do not compete directly in the provision of a particular type of
Intermediate input.
We think of the intermediate inputs as specialized goods,
such as machine tools and computers. In practice, these goods
tend to be durables, so that increases in the Xj^ require invest-
ment outlays. However, to keep things simple, we assume that
the intermediate goods are nondurable. This assumption elimi-
nates any dynamic elements, but the model can be extended,
without changing the basic results, to treat the inputs as capital
goods.
Within each country there is free trade and no transaction
costs for shipping goods. The shipping of an intermediate good
across country borders entails transaction costs, which can reflect
transport expenses and trade barriers.^ Speciflcally, we assume
an iceberg technology, whereby, for each unit of intermediate
5. A large empirical literature has shown that political borders matter
greatly for the volume of trade. See, for example, McCallum [1995], Helliwell
[1998], and Anderson and van Wincoop [2000]. More generally, the ^ome-bias"
effect is pervasive in various aspects of international economic relationships, as
emphasized by Obstfeld and Rogoff [2000].CURRENCY UNIONS 413
good shipped from country I to country // or the reverse, 1-6
units arrive, with 0 < 6 < 1. Note that the trading cost b is
assumed to reflect the using up of real resources, not a transfer
from one party to another (as would he true for a tariff). Trans-
action costs for shipping final product—and, therefore, the single
tj^e of consumer good—abroad are nil. Hence, the price of final
product is the same in hoth countries, and we normalize this price
at unity.
Homogeneous lahor is exchanged within each country on a
competitive, countrywide market. The total quantities of labor
are fixed at L^ and L^^, respectively. To simplify matters, we
assum^e that a country that is larger in terms of numbers of
products is larger in the same proportion in terms of labor. That
is, N^/L^ = N"/L", and we normalize each of these ratios to be
one.
Each firm maximizes proflt, taking as given the country's
wage rate and the price, Pj, of each type of intermediate good. The
prices are measured in units of final product and are assumed to
apply uniformly at the point of origin to all purchasers, whether
domestic or foreign. The first-order conditions for the choices of
intermediate inputs by the producers of final product in country
/ are
^Xjr' = Pj, j=l,...,N',
'^Xl' = Pj/{1 ~b), j = N' + 1, . . . , N.
In one setup, each type of intermediate good 7 is provided by
a single monopolistic firm. Since the marginal and average cost of
production is unity, the constant-elasticity demand function im-
plied by equation (2) leads to Pj = I/a > 1. With other forms of
imperfect competition, the markup price of intermediates would
be some value Pj = |Xy, where 1 < (Xy < I/a. If we assume that
|JLy = |x^ in country 7 (j = 1, . . . , N^) and |Xy = [L" in country II
ij = N^, . . . , N), then substitution of Py = [LJ into equation (2)
determines the quantities of intermediates employed by firm i in
country I to be
(3) V — ri'/»„,/../A ./I _ »,Ml/(l-a). r ; — ATI 'll") • (1 - 6)]^(i-°)-Li, J = AT' + 1, . . . , A^.
Substitution of the results from equation (3) into equation (1)
and aggregation over the firms determines the level of aggregate
output in country /:414 QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS
(4) __!
Higher markup ratios, jx^ and |x", reduce the dem8inds for inter-
mediates and thereby reduce output. Trading costs b reinforce
the foreign country's markup ratio |x^^ in reducing demand for
imported intermediates. If (x^ = fx", then 6 > 0 implies that the
N" foreign tjrpes of intermediate goods enter with a lower weight
than the N^ domestic types.
The second part of equation (3) determines the quantity of
intermediate goods produced in country // and used by final-
goods producers in country /. The value of these imported goods,
gross of shipping costs, is determined by multiplying the quantity
of intermediates by |x^V(l - 6). The resulting expression for
imports, which is gross of the iceberg losses on the intermediate
goods shipped from country II to country 7, is
(5) Value of imports of intermediates to country I
-77-) N'N".
An expression analogous to the second part of equation (3)
determines the quantity of country I's intermediates used by
final-goods producers in country II. The corresponding value of
the exports of intermediate goods from country I to country II can
be calculated, after multiplication by jxV(l - b), as
(6) Value of exports of intermediates from country I
N'N".
This expression is gross of the iceberg losses on the intermediate
goods shipped from country / to country //.
Equations (5) and (6) imply that balanced trade in interme-
diate goods results if (x^ = |x". Otherwise, any net surplus or
deficit in the trade of intermediate goods is matched by an equal-
size net deficit or surplus in the trade of final products. (We are
assuming here that there are no internationally traded financial
assets.)
The expressions for imports and exports of intermediate
goods in equations (5) and (6) resemble gravity-type equations, in
the sense of depending on the product of country sizes, N^N^^. TheCURRENCY UNIONS 415
results also resemble gravity models in predicting that higher
trading costs b reduce the volume of trade. Empirically, the
parameter b relates to distance, otber measures of transport
costs, tbe nature of monetary systems, and tbe extent of similar-
ities in language, legal systems, culture, colonial heritage, and
other variables. We return to tbese issues in Section FV.
The only firms in country I that make profits in equilibrium
are the monopolistic providers of the intermediate goods num-
bered j = 1, . . . , N^. The ownership rights in these firms are
assumed to be distributed evenly across the households of country
7. In this case, country 7 has a representative household, whose
net income and consumption correspond to gross output less the
production of intermediates plus the country's net surplus in
intermediate trade with country 77.^ The resulting formula for
consumption per person is
c'
(7) ^
X (1 - 6)°'<i-") -N"] + (1 - a) • (^77-1 --^V" •
If jx^ = iJ." = |x, this formula simplifies to
C'
(8) -^
X [N' + (1 - b)"'^^'"''• N"].
The following qualitative implications ofthe model are intui-
tively reasonable and generalize beyond the specific setting that
we have adopted.
• If trading costs b were zero and pricing were competitive
(which corresponds to [x^ = |x^^ =1), then Y^ and C^ would
be proportional to tbe world's number of intermediates,
N = N^ + N^^. In tbis case, the relative size of tbe country,
measured by N^/N, would not matter. More generally, for
given N^, a higher N raises Y^ and C^.
• If trading costs exist, then Y^ and C^ increase with N^ for
6. This equality holds because there is, by assumption, no net borrowing or
lending between the two countries. Otherwise, some disturbances—such as a
temporary shock to the markup ratio in one country—might motivate net borrow-
ing or lending. The introduction of these international capital flows would not
change any ofthe main results.416 QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS
given N. This effect arises because an increase in the size
of the coiuitry expands the number of intermediate inputs
for which the trading costs are nil.
• Y^ and C' are decreasing in the trading cost parameter b.
• For given N, the larger the country, A^^ (and, hence, the
smaller N"), the smaller is the effect of trading costs b
on Y^.^
• The ratios to output of imports and exports of intermedi-
ates fall with b.
• An increase in country size, measured as a rise in N' for
given N", lowers the ratio to GDP of imports and exports
of intermediates.
For given country sizes and trading costs, the distorting
element in the model comes from the markup pricing of the
intermediate goods in the two countries. A social planner for the
world, who takes as given the sizes of countries and bears the cost
of trade fe, would price eacb of tbese goods at marginal cost, 1.®
Output, denoted by (Y^)*, would then be higher than before,
corresponding to setting |x^ = jx^^ = 1 in equation (4):
(9) (YO* = A'^<i-"'a"/<i-«W' • {N' + (1 - fe)°/(i-«). N"}.
If the markup ratios are the same in tbe two countries, \}J = (x" =
|x, then the shortfall of production due to markup pricing is given
from equations (4) and (9) by
(10) Y'I{Y')* = (l/ix)"^'!-") < 1.
In this model, consumption per person (and, hence, the util-
ity of the representative consumer) would be maximized if the
entire world consisted of one country, because cross-border trans-
action costs would then be eliminated. However, this conclusion
arises only because we have neglected some costs that tend to rise
with the size of a country. In particular, larger political jurisdic-
tions typically have to deal with a more heterogeneous citizenry.
The growing heterogeneity makes it increasingly difficult to avoid
7. This effect tends also to apply to C'. For example, it goes through if \i.' =
\i.", as in equation (8).
8. For given (JL", C' is maximized by setting JJL' above unity. The reason is the
usual monopoly tariff argument applied here to sales of intermediates to countryCURRENCY UNIONS All
polarization and to agree on an efficient set of policies and insti-
tutions.® In addition, diseconomies of scale in public administra-
tion tend to emerge at some level of country size.
B. Currency Unions and Trading Costs
The model shows how trading costs b influence the volume of
foreign trade and, hence, the levels of production and consump-
tion in each country. In particular, equation (7) shows that a
decline in b raises consumption—and, hence, utility—in country
/. We can readily extend the model to allow for more countries
and, thereby, flnd the positive effect on country i's consumption
C from a reduction in the trading cost b^j, with any other country
j. One component of the trading cost, 6^, consists of shipping
costs, which depend on distance and available methods of trans-
portation. Other components involve government regulations, fa-
miliarity with foreign rules and business practices, and so on. In
addition, trading costs would depend on flnancial considerations,
including currency exchanges. Suppose that we consider two
countries, i and j, which naturally trade a lot because they are
close together, speak the same language, or have other charac-
teristics that reduce trading costs. Then we wish to consider
whether this pair of countries would be especially motivated to
reduce the flnancial costs of trading, for example, by adopting a
common currency. Implicitly, we are assuming that the adoption
of a common currency entails costs (to be detailed later), and we
are asking whether countries that naturally trade a lot would be
more willing to incur these costs.
Formally, the answer depends on whether the marginal ef-
fect of 1 - 6 on C^, which equation (7) shows to be positive, rises
or falls as 1 - 6 increases.^" If it rises, then countries that
naturally have low trading costs (and, hence, high trading vol-
umes) would be more motivated to adopt a common currency.^^
Otherwise, countries that naturally trade a lot would be less
likely to enter into a currency union. Equation (7) implies that the
derivative of C' with respect to 1 - 6 is given by
9, This kind of trade-off for determining country size is the one emphasized
in Barro [1991], Alesina and Spolaore [1997], and Alesina, Spolaore, and Wacziarg
[2000], . f . s
10, A parallel expression applies for the effect of 1 - 6 on C".
11, The iniplicit assumption here is that the incremental net cost associated
with the adoption of a common currency is not itself a function of 1 — b.418 QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS
n /V2iv(i)
Hence, tbe second derivative is positive or negative depending on
whether a is greater or less than one-half. If a > V2, then the
intermediates are relatively close substitutes, and the dominant
effect is that a lowering of b saves on the trading costs incurred
(which are more important when the volume of trade is large). If
a < V2, then the intermediates are poor substitutes, and the
dominant effect involves the high marginal product of intermedi-
ates when the trading cost is high. Thus, to get the expected
result—^whereby countries that naturally trade a lot would par-
ticularly benefit from using a common currency—we have to
assume that the underlying tradable goods are relatively close
substitutes. In this case, we predict that countries with more
bilateral trade are more likely to form currency unions.
We can also examine the effect of country size on the incen-
tive to join a currency union. Equation (7) can be readily shown to
imply that, for given N,
dN' [d{l - b)
Hence, a smaller country (lower N' for given N) would be more
motivated to incur costs to enter into a currency union.
C Monetary Policy
To introduce nominal elements and a possible role for mone-
tary policy, we use a simple setting in which the nominal prices of
the intermediate goods involve some stickiness, whereas the
prices of the final goods are flexible. More generally, the assump-
tion is that more specialized and, hence, less competitive products
tend to feature less flexibility in their nominal prices. For further
discussion, see Barro and Tenreyro [2000].
For goods produced in country 7, letp^ (7 = 1,..., N') be the
nominal price of the jth intermediate good and p the nominal
price of final goods (and, hence, consumer goods), all of which sell
at one price. We assume that p is determined through some
stochastic process by country /'s monetary authority. That is,
nominal monetary aggregates—which we do not model explic-
itly—are assumed to adjust to achieve a target nominal price of
final goods. If the nominal prices of the intermediate goods wereCURRENCY UNIONS 419
flexible, the preceding analysis would go through, with the rela-
tive price of each good, pjp, equated to the markup ratio, |x^.
Suppose, however, that the provider of intermediates in each
sector J sets the nominal price p^ one period in advance. Then, to
find the nominal price that the provider would choose, we have to
know the probability distribution of p. As a first approximation,
the price will be set as
(12) Pj-'W-Ep,
where Ep is the one-period-ahead expectation of p. li p exceeds
Ep, then Pj/p = |JL^. (Ep/p) falls correspondingly below the in-
tended markup level, |x^, and the demand for country I's inter-
mediates rises.
Country II uses a different currency and denominates its
prices, p*0' = N' + 1, . . . , N) andp*, in units of that currency.
We assume thatp* is determined through some stochastic pro-
cess by country IPs monetary authority. We also assume that the
nominal exchange rate, e, between the currencies of countries I
and // is fiexible and adjusts so that the standard PPP condition
holds:
(13) e=p/p*.
This condition is consistent with the assumption that final prod-
uct is homogeneous and internationally tradable with zero trans-
action costs.
As in country I, the nominal price of each of country 7/'s
intermediate goods, p* for j = AT^ + 1, . . . , A^, is set one period
in advance. The price-setting formula is analogous to that given
in equation (12):
(14) p*^ix."-Ep*.
Therefore, ifp* exceeds Ep*, then p*/p* = |x^^ • (Ep*/p*) falls
correspondingly below the intended markup level, ^x,", and the
demand for country 7/'s intermediates rises. Note that the nomi-
nal price in country I's money of each of country 7/'s intermediate
goods is given by
Pj = ep% for j = N'+l,...,N.
The PPP condition in equation (13) implies accordingly that the
relative price of each of these goods is
Pj/p=p*/p*.420 QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS
Thus, buyers in both countries face the same relative price for the
intermediate goods produced in country 77 (and, similarly, for the
intermediate goods produced in country 7).
The considerations just discussed bring in real effects from
unexpected inflation. Actual inflation may affect the costs of
transacting and thereby bring in additional real effects. One set
of transactions involves purchases of domestically produced in-
termediates, which are used to create final product. We assume
that the real resources used to carry out these transactions are an
increasing function, P('IT), of the domestic inflation rate, TT =
log[p{t)/p{t - 1)]. Some of these resources relate to costs of
changing prices and others to the use of domestic money to carry
out trades.^^ We model P(TT) as analogous to the iceberg cost b
that we assumed previously applied to foreign trade.
The second set of transactions involves purchases of foreign-
produced intermediates. We assumed before that the fraction b of
these trades would be lost due to iceberg trading costs. We as-
sume now that this trading cost is an increasing function 6(TT*) of
the foreign inflation rate, TT* = log[p*it)/p*it — 1)]. Since pur-
chases of foreign goods involve the use of domestic money for
foreign exchange transactions, the cost b might also rise with
domestic inflation, TT.
From the standpoint of output in country I, the parameter |x^
in equation (4) is replaced by JJL^ • Ep/p for the N^ sectors of
country 7. Analogously, the parameter JJL^^ is replaced by [i." •
Ep*/p* for the N^^ sectors of country 77. Moreover, the effective
cost of domestic intermediates now includes the effect of the
trading cost p. Therefore, country 7's output is given by
(15) Y'
Equation (15) implies that unexpected inflation in either country
raises output in country I. (The results are analogous for country
77.) The relative strengths of domestic and foreign unexpected
inflation on domestic output depend on country sizes, N' and N^',
12. Part of the private cost of transacting would have a reflection in seignor-
age revenue of the government. If this revenue were remitted to households as
lump-sum transfers, then consumption would he affected accordingly.CURRENCY UNIONS 421
adjusted for the trading cost terms, 1 - (3 and 1-6. Because of
the distortion from the markup pricing of the intermediate goods,
unexpected inflation tends to offset the distortion and leads
thereby to an efficient expansion of output. The outcomes p/Ep =
|x^ > 1 andp*/Ep* = [x," > 1 would generate the efficient levels
of production in both countries (for given values of (3 and 6). In
addition to the effects from unexpected inflation, actual inflation
at home and abroad reduces output—by raising (3 and b,
respectively.
The formula for consumption in equation (7) is similarly
modified by replacing |JL^ by |x^ • Ep/p and fx" by |x^^ • Ep*/p*.
The term involving (JJL^ - a) • iV^ is now also multiplied by
(1 - 3)"^*^""\ This equation imphes a relation between C'/N'—
and, hence, utility of the representative agent in country I—and
unexpected and actual inflation in country 7, given the behavior
of inflation in country 77. We provide here a heuristic discussion
of this relation.
A positive value for p/Ep offsets the distorting effect from the
markup |x^ and tends, accordingly, to raise C'/N'. However, there
are two reasons why too much unexpected inflation would be
unattractive. First, the formula in equation (15) assumes that
producers of intermediates always meet demands, regardless of
the realizations oip andp*. However, ifp/Ep > |JL^, then the real
price of produced intermediates in country 7 falls short of the unit
cost of production. Given the constant-cost assumption, the pro-
ducers lose money on each unit produced and sold. If the produc-
ers nevertheless meet the demand, then the output of country 7
intermediates is inefficiently high—and, for this reason, C^/N^
declines in this range with p/Ep. Alternatively, if the producers
shrink output to zero to avoid losses on each unit produced, then
no intermediates are produced in country 7 and output decreases
drastically (in an inefficient manner). Similar considerations ap-
ply to unexpected inflation in country 77.
Another consideration involves the negative effect of unex-
pected inflation on the proflts of the producers of intermediate
goods in country 7. For sales of these intermediates within coun-
try 7, unexpected inflation leads to a transfer of income from
producers to consumers. Given the assumption that ownership
rights in domestic flrms are uniformly distributed across the
domestic households, this transfer does not affect the consump-
tion of the representative household in country 7. Thus, from this
domestic perspective, a policy-maker in country 7 would value422 QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS
unexpected inflation up to the point where p/Ep = |x^ > 1.
However, the marginal henefit (in terms ofthe increase in C'IN')
from increases in plEp can he shown to decrease as plEp rises
toward \i/.
With respect to sales of country 7's intermediates to country
II, the loss of monopoly profits is not compensated hy any henefits
to domestic residents. Therefore, this consideration reduces the
net effect of unexpected domestic infiation on C'lN^. In particu-
lar, C^IN' starts to fall with unexpected infiation hefore plEp
reaches |x^.
From the standpoint of the policy-maker for any country i,
the model rationalizes a loss function in which some amount of
unexpected infiation (for prices of final product), TTJ - irf, reduces
the loss. This effect diminishes with the size of TTJ - irf, eventu-
ally hecomes nil, and suhsequently changes sign. The amount of
the initial loss reduction and the size of the interval over which
unexpected inflation is heneficial depends on the markup ratios,
ix.' and jjL^^ (see equation (7)). In particular, ifwe view the markup
ratios as varying over time, then the policy-maker of country i
values unexpected infiation more when (x^ is higher.
Given the hehavior of unexpected infiation, actual inflation at
home raises the domestic trading cost (3, and perhaps also the
foreign trading cost b, and therehy reduces consumption. From
the standpoint of a loss function, we would therefore write the
loss as an increasing function of actual infiation at home.
D. Independent Monetary Policy under Discretion
We approximate the results from the model hy assuming that
the ohjective of monetary policy in country i can he descrihed hy
the minimization of a loss function that involves actual and
unexpected inflation at home:
(16) i£i = aiT, + (7/2) • (TT;)2 + (9/2) • [(t> • {IT, - <) -z,- TIJI
We think of this loss as corresponding (with a negative sign) to
the proportionate value of domestic consumption per person, as
determined in the model. The loss applies for given hehavior of
inflation in other countries.
The first two terms in equation (16) form a quadratic in
actual infiation, TT;. If a > 0 and 7^0, then the marginal cost ofCURRENCY UNIONS 423
actual inflation is positive.^^ If 7 > 0, then the marginal cost of
actual inflation is increasing.
The key term is the second one, (9/2) • [^ • {i^i — irf) - 2 -
•f]i]^, where 0 > 0, (|> > 0, Z; > 0, and THJ is an error term with zero
mean, serial independence, and constant variance a^ . This term,
which looks like an expectational Phillips curve, is intended to
approximate the results from the model. Specifically, if iqj = 0,
then unexpected inflation, IT; - TT^, initially reduces the loss, X^.
However, the marginal beneflt diminishes and eventually
changes sign, when TTJ - irf reaches 2j. The parameter Zi is
increasing in the average markup ratio, |Xj. The error term T]^
corresponds to movements ofthe markup ratio, |Xj, away from its
mean value. A higher value of T|J (higher value of |Xj) raises the
initial benefit from unexpected inflation and expands the interval
over which this beneflt is positive.^^
Country i can conduct monetary policy on its own or anchor
to another country. On its own, the inflation rate is determined in
a discretionary manner each period to minimize if j, as defined in
equation (16). The solution for the discretionary equilibrium,
which follows the approach of Barro and Gordon [1983], is
' 7 7 (7 + e
Using equations (16) and (17), we obtain
(18)
7 7 7 + Be
If the monetary authority could commit inflation at least one
period ahead, then the inflation rate would be reduced by the
inflation-bias term, 94)2/7. The term (94)2)^/7 in equation (18)
reflects these costs.
13. The dependence ofthe loss function on actual inflation can also he viewed
as incorporating public-finance heneflts from seignorage revenues. In this context,
a < 0 may apply, in which case the marginal cost of actual inflation would he
negative at low values of TI;.
14. An additional henefit of surprise inflation could reflect effects on the real
value of nominal ohligations, for example, of government deht denominated in
domestic currency. With distorting taxation, these kinds of capital levies would he
valued, hecause they would reduce the distortions from other sources of revenue.
In this case, 2, would rise with the government's stock of nominal deht. A positive
Tl; could represent a situation in which this type of capital levy is especially
attractive, perhaps hecause of an emergency that motivates temporarily high
levels of public spending.424 QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS
E. Outcomes under Dollarization
Consider now a potential anchor country, denoted by the
subscript J. We assume that this country has the same underlying
preference and cost parameters as country i; that is, the parame-
ters in equation (16) are the same. Specifically, we assume that
Zj = Zi (so that average markups are the same) but allow for a
shock, T|j, that can differ from T];. The monetary authority of
country j can commit at least one period ahead and picks an
optimal contingent rule to minimize the prior expectation of ^j.
The inflation rate in country 7 is given by
Note that country j's monetary authority reacts to its own distur-
bance, •^j, which we assume to be serially independent with zero
mean and constant variance cr^. However, T|^- need not be inde-
pendent of Tij.
Suppose now that country i irrevocably adopts country j's
currency. We assume that it is institutionally much more costly to
renege on a dollarization commitment than on a monetary policy
rule. Thus, even though country i cannot make a binding com-
mitment to a policy rule, it can make an irrevocable commitment
to give up its currency.
In the case of currency adoption, TTJ would equal TT* plus the
rate of change of the price of a market basket of final goods in
country i expressed relative to that in country j. In the model,
there was only one type of final product, and this product could be
traded internationally with zero transaction costs. In this case, TTJ
would equal TT*. We now generalize to allow the countries to
produce different market baskets of final goods, and we assume
that the rate of change of the price of country i's hasket relative
to country j's is given by an exogenous, random error term, e^.
This shock is taken to he serially independent with zero mean and
constant variance a^ and to be distributed independently of TIJ
and -xxj. Hence, under dollarization, country i's infiation rate is
given by
a
The 7 superscript indicates that the outcome applies for country i
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If country i no longer issues its own currency, then it would
lose seignorage income. The corresponding income accrues in-
stead to country,/. We assume, for now, that the anchor returns
to country i the full amount ofthe seignorage obtained in country
i. In this case, the anchor country has no incentive to change its
policy regardless of what country i chooses.
With inflation determined from equation (20), country j's
expected net costs of inflation are given from equation (16) by
(7 + 64)2) • a,'
2
a Qz
(21) E^-'- = 1 1- 11
27 2 2
2( + e|^)
The covariance between TI, and T\J appears in equation (21) be-
cause it determines the extent to which country j's adjustments to
its own disturbances, -riy, are helpful for country i. This criterion
neglects any impact of dollarization on trading costs. In Section
III we combine trading costs with monetary policy effects in a
general discussion of optimal currency areas.
F. The Choice of Whether to Dollarize
We assess here the choice of currency regime based on a
comparison ofthe monetary and inflation policies that result. The
difference between E% from equation (18) and Eit\ from equation
(21) is given by^^
(22)
A positive value for A^'-' indicates that the independent regime is
more costly for country i than the system with anchoring to
country J. Hence, anjrthing that raises the terms on the right-
hand side of the equation favors dollarization. The flrst term,
^, is the cost associated with the inflation bias under a
15. The underlying model assumed that neither the discretionary domestic
authority nor the committed anchor made purely random mistakes in their
choices of inflation. If such errors were introduced, then equation (22) would
include an additional term to reflect the difference in variances of the two policy
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discretionary regime in country i. The linkage to the committed
country _/' avoids these costs and thereby favors dollarization. The
second term, which involves af, derives from the random shifts in
relative prices between countries i and j. Since country i receives
country J'S inflation rate only up to the random error, e^j, a higher
value for o-f makes dollarization less attractive. The third term,
which contains var(iri, - TI^), reflects the beneflts from an inde-
pendent monetary policy, in the sense that TTJ can react to T)J in
the autonomous regime. The extent of this beneflt depends on
how closely T|^ moves with T|J. Equation (22) shows that the
variance of tij - T]J is what matters for the comparison between
the regimes.
Note that we have assumed that the variances of relative
prices, €y, and output shocks, var(Tn; - T]J), are independent of
the monetary regime. If the adoption of a currency union reduces
these variances, then equation (22) underestimates the beneflt of
currency adoption.
III. EXTENSIONS
A. Simple Rules
The analysis assumes that country j commits to the contin-
gent rule for iTy that minimizes the prior expectation of Xj. How-
ever, one may argue that commitment is difficult to verify and,
hence, maintain when it involves these sorts of contingent reac-
tions of TTy to r\j. In our model, the contingent rule is easy to
implement and verify, but matters are more complicated if shocks
are not immediately and universally observable.
Assume that country j can follow discretion or commit to a
simple rule that precludes feedback from TI^- to TTJ. In this case, TTJ
would be set to the constant -a/7.^^ One can easily show that an
anchor following a single rule is more attractive to the client, if
where p^ is the correlation (under the doUarized regime) between
irij and f\j. Thus, if an. = a^., then if Py < V2, country j is a more
attractive anchor if it follows the simple rule.
16. In this situation, country j might prefer discretion to the simple rule.
Discretion allows for flexible responses of TT^ to r\j, whereas the simple rule
precludes these reactions.CURRENCY UNIONS 427
B. Seignorage Flows and Adjustments by the Anchor Country
If the seignorage generated by clients were kept by the an-
chor, then the anchor's choice of inflation, ir^, would change. In
the range where seignorage is an increasing function of inflation,
the anchor would be motivated to select higher inflation than
otherwise.
The allocation of seignorage can be part of a more general
contractural arrangement between clients and anchors.^^ An al-
lowance for allocations of seignorage or other transfers between
countries introduces the potential for an anchor to adjust its
monetary policy to align better with the interests of its clients. We
explore here whether a system of transfers can make an adjust-
ment of the anchor's policy mutually beneflcial. ^^
The net cost of inflation, ££,, from equation (16), applies as a
fraction of country i's consumption, Cj. If we take the universe as
the anchor country 7 and one linking country i, then the total net
cost due to inflation, expressed as a share of the combined con-
sumptions, Cj -I- Cj, is
(23) ^ = ij^j + Tiigj,
where TJ = C/iCj + Cj) and TJ = Cj/(C^ -I- Cj). We assume now
that the anchor determines its policy rule to minimize the prior
expectation of ^, rather than ^j, as assumed before. The i£
objective weighs foreigners' net costs equally with those of domes-
tic residents. Such an objective would emerge in equilibrium from
competition among anchor countries, assuming that clients effec-
tively compensate the anchor for deviating from policies that are
otherwise best for the anchor's domestic residents.
Let the anchor's policy rule be designated by
(24) TTj=V + VJ'^J + VjTlj + V.Cy,
where (jjL,vy,Vj,Vg) are the feedback coefficients chosen by the
monetary authority. ^^ These coefflcients are given by
17. In the European Monetary Union, for instance, the seignorage revenue is
allocated in proportion to the members' GDP shares.
18. A complex political game may be involved in the fixing and implementa-
tion of these schemes. This game is not modeled here.
19. Note that we have returned to the setting in which country^ can commit
to a contingent rule in the sense of committing to the coefficients shown in
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^y^.^'l'
(25)
V, = -Tl.
The constant term, v = -a/y, is the same as before. Country ^'s
response, Vj, to its own disturbance, T|y, is the same as before,
except that the coefficient is attenuated hy multiplication hy the
consumption share T^. Correspondingly, the anchor's choice of
inflation, TTJ, now reacts in accordance with the coefficient Vj to
country i's disturbance, TI;. This response depends on country i's
consumption share, TJ. The coefficient v^ = -TJ means that coun-
try j's monetary authority partly offsets an increase in relative
prices in country i hy lowering ir^. The extent ofthe offset is given
by Tj, the share of country i's consumption.
Consider now the compensation that country i must pay to
country J. On its own, country j chooses the inflation rate IT* given
in equation (19). With the accommodation to country i, countryj
chooses the inflation rate TTJ given hy equations (24) and (25). The
amount that country j loses from the accommodation can he
calculated hy looking at the difference in expected costs, ^j,
associated with the two choices of inflation. The result is
(26) Cost of accommodation = x (T;)^ • | (7 + ion = x (T;)^ • | (
Suppose that country i can choose whether to link to country
j, that country7 accommodates its inflation choice to the presence
of country i (as implied hy equations (24) and (25)), and that
country i pays the necessary compensation. The level of compen-
sation is the amount shown in equation (26) multiplied by Cj. The
criterion for country i to dollarize is then modifled from equation
(22) to
(27)CURRENCY UNIONS 429
The new element in equation (27) is that the terms involving
af and vardr^j - r\j) are smaller in magnitude than hefore hecause
they are multiplied hy TJ, which is less than one. These terms are
smaller hecause countryj's partial adjustment of TT^ for country t's
disturbances makes these disturbances less costly for country i
(even after considering the compensation that country i pays to
country 7).
A smaller value for T, makes dollarization more attractive,
hecause it reduces the compensation that country i must pay. In
the model, a small anchor country is as good as a large one,
because the commitment technology is independent of size. How-
ever, for a larger anchor country, the costs of accommodating to
country i are greater, since the term in equation (26) applies over
a larger scale, Cj.
This conclusion changes if the capacity to maintain a com-
mitment depends on the relative economic sizes of the anchor
country and its clients. For example, consider a large country,
such as Russia, using a small one, say Estonia, as an anchor. This
arrangement may not work hecause ex post pressure from Russia
to create "unanticipated" inflation could he too much for Estonia
to hear. In other words, anchors that are larger in relation to their
clients may he more solid hecause they can hetter withstand ex
post pressures to he time inconsistent.
rv. NUMBER OF COUNTRIES AND OF CURRENCIES
A. The Setup
We now comhine issues of trade and monetary policy to
investigate the equilibrium numher of currency unions in a world
composed of an exogenous numher of independent countries. To
keep things simple, we return to the case of no compensation from
clients to anchors.
In this situation, the criterion for country i to prefer linkage
to country J over autonomy as shown ahove is given hy
(28)
27
X j (•v + %^')-(JI + I-——21 • var(Tii - u) [ > 0.
I \7 + HI ^ \
Recall that this criterion assumes that country 7 follows a com-430 QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS
mitted policy, whereas country i would, on its own, follow a
discretionary policy. Hence, the first element in the choice about
currency unions is whether a country can commit its monetary
policy. We assume that there are two types of countries: the
indicator X.j takes the value of 1 if country i can make binding
commitments and 0 if it cannot. We treat this commitment ability
as exogenous: it derives from historical and institutional factors,
such as a legal commitment to central bank independence.
The second element concerns the distribution parameters for
the disturbances in equation (28). Linkage is more attractive the
lower the variances of relative prices and output shocks, erf and
var('rij - T]^), under the dollarized system. We focus here on a key
factor that would influence these distribution parameters, the
extent to which countries i andj are linked by trade. We assume
that more trade reduces CT^ and var(irij - •f]j).^°
Equations (5) and (6) imply that the trading volume between
countries i andj depends inversely on the trading cost parameter,
which we denote by b^j. Following the empirical gravity litera-
ture, we posit that 6^ increases with the distance between the
countries. Empirically, the concept of distance captures physical
distance and other factors, such as language, colonial history, and
sharing a border. We assume that these various concepts of
distance can be captured by a single dimension, which we arrange
on a line segment that represents the world. Formally, if D^j is the
distance between the midpoints of countries i and j, then fey-
increases with Dij, and the volume of trade declines with dis-
tance. Ifthe trade volume between two countries increases, then
the variances a^ and var(Ti; - •^j) decrease, thereby making a
currency union more attractive. In addition, even holding trade
shares constant, a reduction in distance may increase the comove-
ments between two economies—think, for instance, of weather
patterns and region-speciflc shocks.
If the adoption of a common currency reduces trading costs,
then we found before that the currency linkage has a direct
positive effect on trade, output, and consumption. Equation (7)
implies that the effect of the trading cost with country j on the
consumption of country i is given by
20. See Imbs [2000] for a review of the literature on how trade affects
comovements of output as for new results. Engel and Rose [2000] investigate
determinants of the variances of relative prices, as measured by real exchange
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wbere i7 is a positive constant and Nj is tbe size of country j.
Tbus, as noted before, if a > V2, tben a lower trading cost—due,
say, to a smaller distance Z)y—raises tbe marginal gain to a
further reduction in trading costs. Therefore, if a > V2, tbe direct
trade effect provides another reason for smaller distance to favor
doliarization.
Equation (29) implies tbat tbe trade benefits of country i
adopting the currency of countryj are also increasing in Nj, tbe
size of country y. More generally, tbis size measure would corre-
spond to tbe size of tbe currency union of wbich country j is
already a part. We denote tbis size by Nf, where AT" = Nj if
countryj is linked to no otber countries.
In summary, the previous discussion suggests tbat linkage to
countryj implies that country t's consumption changes first by
AS'-', given by equation (28), and second, by tbe trading-cost
effect given by equation (29). We can write tbe overall cbange in
consumption, denoted by AG'^, as the function,
(30) AC^- = T{\j - X,, Dtj, iVp,
wbere r(-) increases witb \j - \; and Nj and falls witb Dy.
We are interested in an equilibrium defined as follows.
DEFINITION. An equilibrium is a configuration of currency unions
in wbich no country belonging to a union would like to leave
tbe union to have its own currency or to join another union.
In addition, no country not belonging to a union would like to
join one.
We begin by imposing some structure on tbe problem.
B. Currency Unions in Equilibrium
Assume tbat the world consists of M countries of equal size N =
IIM. Obviously, countries for wbicb X. = 1 bave a comparative
advantage at providing the currencies used in multicountry cur-
rency tmions.^^ Suppose that there are M countries, numbered from
1 to M from left to right, and that X^ = X^ = 1, with 1 < /j < /i < M,
£ind Xj = 0 for f it ^^/j. The following describes the equilibria:
21. In fact, one can easily show that the largest Dij for which country i would
adopt the currency of countryj is larger ii\j = 1 than if X^ = 0.432 QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS
CONFIGURATION OF EQUILIBRIA. If countries i and i + 2 belong to the
same currency union, so does country i + 1.
If r(O,Dij,N") < 0 for all iJ and any N^, then the possible
configurations are 1) M currencies in the world, no currency
unions; 2) two currencies in the world, those of countries k and h;
ifk — 1 = M — h, then the two currency unions include an equal
number of countries, m = MI2; 3) two multicountry currency
unions adopting currencies k and h, composed, respectively, ofm/^
and m^ countries. The remaining (M - m^ — m/J countries all
have their own currency. If k — 1 = M — h, then m^ = m/^.
If r(O,Dij,N^) § 0, depending on iJ and iV", then the addi-
tional possible configurations are as follows: 4) all the countries
adopt one currency, either that of country k or country h; 5) ^ > 2
multicountry currency unions that include a total of M' < M
countries.
The first statement implies tbat currency vmions are formed by
adjacent covmtries. Remember tbat being adjacent in our model
implies not only being closer in distance but also trading more and
having more correlated shocks. The sufficient condition that isolates
tbe first three cases implies tbat the only countries tbat want to
adopt a currency otber tban tbeir own are X = 0 countries, wbicb
may adopt tbe currency of a committed anchor. Tbis condition tends
to be satisfied if tbe main reason to enter a currency union is to
obtain the policy commitment of tbe anchor. That is, tbe first term
on tbe left side of equation (30) is dominant. Also, if tbe benefits from
trade Euising from sharing the same currency are relatively small,
tben not mucb is gained by X = 0 countries (or X = 1 coimtries) in
giving up an independent monetary policy. A tbird factor that would
work in favor of satisfying this condition is a high value of var(ifij -
r\j} or af, for given trade shares. Case 2 is a situation in wbicb all tbe
countries belong to one of two cxirrency unions. This outcome tends
to emerge wben country sbocks are similar or tbe trade benefits
from belonging to a union are bigb. In case 3 some of the countries
witb X = 0 are too far from countries k and h and their currency
unions to join either union.
If TiOJDjjJ^) > 0 for some configurations of parameter values,
tben some countries may want to form a union even without tbe
benefit of commitment. Tbis outcome arises if the trade gains are
sufficient to compensate for tbe loss of monetary autonomy. In this
situation, two or more noncommitted countries may form tbeir own
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consider two countries witb X = 0 bordering each other but far from
any country with X = 1. These countries may form a currency union if
the trade benefits are sufficiently high and tbe benefit of commitment
comes at too bigb a price because of tbe great distance of tbe closest X =
1 country. An analogous argument applies to countries witb X = 1.
Thus, two additional possibilities emerge. In case 4 aU tbe countries
adopt the same currency, either of country k or h. In case 5 some
countries other tban k and h form tbeir own multicountry currency
unions. An interesting example is the discussion about a monetary
union in Central America as an alternative to dollarization.
C. Many Countries and Few Currencies
As tbe number of countries increases, tbe equilibrium num-
ber of currencies may go up less than proportionally with tbe
number of countries or may even decrease.
Consider tbe following example witb three countries, nvunbered
as 1,2,3 from left to rigbt. The covmtries sire each of size 1 sind are
evenly spaced, so thatZ)i2 - ^23 - 1- Suppose that X^ = X3 = 1 and
X2 = 0 and tbat eacb country has its own currency. This configura-
tion means that country 2 prefers autonomy over linkage to one of
the otber countries, which implies from equation (30) tbat^^
(31) r(l,l,l)<0.
Suppose now tbat country 2 splits exogenously into two
equal-sized countries, labeled from left to right as 2a and 26.
Tbese countries are each of size V2, and the distances are now,
say, Di 2a ~ I^2b,3 - ^/^ ^^^ I^2a,2b ~ ^^2. In the new situation,
countries 2a and 26 may find it attractive to adopt tbe currencies
of countries 1 and 3, respectively. For example, country 2a pre-
fers the use of country l's currency over autonomy if
(32) F(l,3/4,1) > 0.
Conditions (31) and (32) can both be satisfied, because r(l,%,l) >
F(l,l,l). Furthermore, country 2a does not want to adopt the
currency of 26 instead of that of 1 if
(33) r(i,3/4,i) > r(o, 1/2,1/2).
Tbis condition can be satisfied together witb the previous two, but
22. It follows immediately that it is not in the interest of countries 1 and 3 to
form a currency union without country 2. We are assuming that a three-country
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it is not satisfied for all parameter values, because D2a,2b "^
D^ 2a- Analogous considerations apply to country 26 and its de-
cision to adopt tbe currency of country 3.
Tbis example shows tbat tbe disintegration of an existing
country can move the world from an equilibrium witb tbree
countries and two currencies to one witb an equilibrium with four
countries and two currencies. That is, an increase in the number
of independent countries may result in a reduction of tbe absolute
number of independent monies. Tbe example witb tbree countries
can be readily generalized to any number of countries.
D. Disjoint Unions
In tbe previous example, tbe currency unions are formed by
adjacent countries. If we interpret distance in terms of geograpby,
tben tbis pattern seems to apply to some real world situations, sucb
as tbe European Union, tbe CFA Franc zone in Africa, and tbe
Eastern Caribbean Currency Area. However, tbe pattern differs in
otber cases. For example, Panama, El Salvador, and Ecuador bave
or are about to adopt the dollar, wbereas Mexico bas not. Similarly,
it may be in tbe interests of Latvia and Estonia to link to tbe euro,
altbougb it may not be wortbwbile for Poland.
A number of factors can lead to unions tbat are not compact.
One is differing sizes of countries. Anotber is differences in co-
movements tbat are not explained by distance. Finally, we bave
assumed tbat a single dimension of distance exists, but tbis
concept need not correspond to geographical distance.
Anotber dimension in wbicb countries differ is in tbeir location
in tbe world. A country at tbe extreme of tbe line segment is rela-
tively fartber from more countries tban a country located in tbe
middle. Ceteris paribus, a country in tbe middle is a more likely
ancbor tban a country at tbe extremes. Tberefore, a small uncom-
mitted country at tbe "borders" of tbe world is tbe least likely
ancbor, whereas a large committed country in tbe middle is tbe most
likely ancbor. Obviously, tbe real world is not a line segment and
tbese observations bave to be interpreted cum grano salts, but tbe
point is tbat New Zealand may be a less likely ancbor tban Swit-
zerland, not only because of tbe different inflationary bistories of tbe
two countries but also because of tbeir geographical locations.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Currency unions bave several real and monetary effects. To
tbe extent tbat trading costs are lowered by a common currency.CURRENCY UNIONS 435
the formation of a currency union leads to gains in output and
consumption. The loss of monetary flexibility has costs and bene-
fits. On the one hand, a country that gives up its currency loses a
stabilization device targeted to domestic shocks; on the other
hand, the country may gain credibility and thereby reduce unde-
sired inflation. We have shown how the determination of optimal
currency areas depends on a complex web of variables and inter-
actions, including the sizes of countries, their distances, the levels
of trading costs, the correlations between shocks, and on institu-
tional arrangements that determine how seignorage is allocated
and whether transfers between members of a union are feasible.
The type of country with the strongest incentive to give up its own
currency is one that has a history of high inflation and is close in
a variety of ways to a large and monetarily stable country.
As the number of countries increases, their average size de-
creases, and the volume of international transactions rises. As a
result, more and more countries will find it profitable to give up their
independent currency. We have shown that, as the number of coun-
tries increases, the number of currencies may not only increase less
than proportionately but may even fall. This result highlights an
important empirical implication of our model. An increase in the
number of countries—such as the one seen in the post-World War II
period—^implies an increase in the nimiber of countries adopting
other countries' cvurencies. The failure to see this pattern on a large
scale until recently may reflect the value that govemments attach to
an independent money as a symbol of sovereignty. However, recent
global movements toward currency unions suggest that this sym-
bolic role of currencies may be weakening.
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